
JUNE 24 - AUGUST 9
For grades 2-8

SUMMER
CAMPS

Contact 1-877-202-1554
Register at brains-and-motion.com

held at

Stony Brook University
100 Nicolls Rd, Stony Brook, NY 11794

This coupon 
code is valid for 

Summer Camps only 
and expires March 31

SAVE
$100

USING CODE
MAR100

LIMITED
SPOTS

AVAILABLE

https://www.brains-and-motion.com/collections/stony-brook-university-new-york-city?&utm_source=Flyers&utm_medium=Digital&utm_campaign=Summer_Camps_March


At Brains & Motion, we are on a mission to 
prepare the next generation for the future by 

offering an exceptional range of summer 
STEM, Arts and Sports camps.

Our commitment to equipping children with the 
skills they need to change the world drives us to 

deliver diverse, engaging, and educational 
programs that cater to children aged 6 to 14. 

With our age-specific programs, every camper 
finds their niche, learns at their own pace, and 

experiences a summer filled with excitement, 
knowledge, and new friendships.

Taught by top-tier professional instructors and 
coaches, our summer camps are designed to inspire 

curiosity, encourage creativity, and foster a love for 
learning.

HOLISTIC ADVENTURE: 
Our campgrounds are the perfect canvas for 
traditional camp fun and stimulating educational 
experiences. From SOCCER and IMPROV COMEDY 
to ROBOTICS and GAME DESIGN, BAM offers a 
delightful and carefully crafted mix of activities, 
COMMUNITY, and PERSONAL GROWTH.

NEXT-GENERATION CURRICULUM: 
The proven curriculum at BAM transforms 
complex subjects into memorable, hands-on 
experiences. Watch your child's eyes light up as 
they build robots, create art, or dive into the world 
of digital storytelling with popular programs like 
GAMECRAFT, ROBOKIDS, and MAKERSQUEST.

REAL FRIENDSHIPS: 
Camp isn’t just about activities; it’s about 
FRIENDSHIP. The kind that lasts way beyond 
summer. At Brains & Motion, campers forge real 
friendships, learn teamwork, and build 
MEMORIES they'll cherish forever.

EXPERT STAFF: 
Our team is more than just trained professionals. 
They're mentors, guides, and champions of a 
vibrant camp culture. They're dedicated to 
bringing out THE BEST in each camper, ensuring 
every child feels valued, heard, and inspired. 
Bottom line: they ensure your kids have FUN!


